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RainKeep for Rain Harvesting, a Biomimetic Utility Sculpture 
‘Pearl’ by Allison Newsome, debuting at Bioneers 2019. 
Review by Chitra Dwarka, Entrepreneur, Biomimicry Professional & ASU MSc Biomimicry candidate.  October 15, 2019 
 
 

  
Whorl, a site-specific piece Allison Newsome MFA 83 CR created for the Bristol [RI]  RainKeep at Boston GreenFest 2019 
Garden Club, uses upper and lower canopies to capture precious rainwater. 
https://www.rainkeep.com/ 
  
Entrepreneurial artist and sculptor extraordinaire, Allison Newsome, has created a visually stunning and practically functional 
rain-harvesting system called RainKeep. Her inspiration was the redwood trees of her native California whose canopies capture 
coastal fog and sends the condensed water downwards to the understory ecosystem.  Her patented utility design is meant for 
urban community gardens and landscapes and is intended to be both beautiful and functional. 
 
Ancient Practices 
Rain harvesting is an ancient practice, and the construction and use of cisterns has been traced all the way back to the Neolithic 
Age as a means to capture and store rainwater.  Looking to nature for inspiration is also an ancient practice and the emerging 
field of biomimicry is a practice based on the emulation of form, processes and systems of nature with an ethos of sustainability 
and reconnect.   Biomimicry, pioneered by Janine Benyus, is not the mere copying or use of nature, but is the abstraction of 
nature’s design principles using a function bridge to create sustainable human designs.  Biomimicry sees nature as a mentor and 
measure, which has created functionally effective and beautiful designs tested over 3.8 billion years.  What we see today in our 
ecosystems is a result of adaptations over time and specific to place, with only those species that met the challenges of their 
environment surviving. 
 
The key features of Allison’s nature-inspired design are: 

• Multi-level dew and water capture elements of an upper ‘canopy’ and a lower whorl of ‘petals’. 
• The forms of the upper ‘canopy’ (slightly cup-shaped) and ‘petals’ are shaped and positioned for maximum rainwater 

capture. 
• The metal of the ‘canopy’ and ‘petals’ will condense water on the surfaces when the temperature goes below the 

dewpoint of the surrounding air.  
• Hanging chains or ‘rain chains’ efficiently direct water downwards from the upper ‘canopy’  
• Power-coating of the aluminum ‘petals’ creates a hydrophobic surface that directs water downward along with gravity. 
• Tank at lower level to collect captured water and uniquely designed for each setting 
• Screen at mouth of tank to filter out insects, leaves or any larger sediments 
• Spigot near ground level for people to fill their containers 
• Site-specific design, each piece is unique with components customizable  
• Designed to withstand climatic conditions of wind, rain and storm. 
• Footing installed under tank to handle weight 
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The materials used: 
• Recycled & zero-emitting materials, contributes to LEED certification 
• Upper ‘canopy’, ‘petal’ whorls and tank are made of recycled and powder-coated aluminum  
• Rain chains are made of brass 

 
The production process of the individual components is low energy with easy assembly on site.  
 
Biomimetic Design 
RainKeep is a biomimetic solution that answers the following question:   

• How does nature capture, transport and store water rainwater efficiently? 
 
The natural model is the redwood forest and the passive water capture mechanism of its canopies.  Fog condenses on coastal 
redwood canopies, wetting its leaves and tree crowns, providing significant water subsidy to the understory habitat and its own 
roots.  Specifically, fog condenses on the needles of the leaves and drip to the ground where it is absorbed by soil and roots. 
 
The mechanism and abstracted design principle of the redwood trees is that they: 

• Capture rainwater passively 
• Direct rainwater downwards efficiently 

 
The design of RainKeep’s ‘canopy’ emulates the form of the redwood tree and its process of capturing water from its canopies.  
 
It is of note that the form of RainKeep’s  lower ‘petal’ whorl is not emulating the redwood trees but is a design feature conceived 
by the artist to augment water capture.  It turns out that there is another model in nature that more closely mirrors the process 
of water collection of the  RainKeep ‘petals’ - the Collospermum epiphyte, a native of islands in the Pacific Ocean.  The leaves of 
this epiphyte are arranged in wide fans and rounded at the base with enclosed spaces between them that functions as water 
tanks.  Human ingenuity and nature’s ingenuity independently crafted, but practically in sync. 
 
The abstracted design principle for the Collospermum epiphyte is: 

• Capture and siphon rainwater directly to container 
• Store rainwater securely 

 
Biomimicry Life Principles* are deep patterns underlying the way nature works.  An evaluation using these life’s principles for 
RainKeep demonstrates that it: 

• fits form to function 
• uses multifunctional design 
• recycles materials 
• leverages low energy processes 
• combine modular and nested components 
• leverages cyclic processes 
• incorporates diversity  
• replicates strategies that work 

 
RainKeep is locally attuned & responsive in its site-specific design to meet the requirements of place and users, and is resource 
efficient in its use of materials and energy through passive capture of rainwater using gravity.  The design is adaptable with a 
diversity of possible forms and colors, exhibiting variation and redundancy in its structure.  The combination of art and function of 
RainKeep is emulating nature’s elegant but purposeful designs – becoming a centerpiece for gardens and gardeners to gather or a 
sculptural piece on a landscape which captures rainwater that could inundate storm-water drains.  
 
RainKeep’s modular multi-functional design is well positioned for future enhancements and customization to unique landscapes 
and client needs, including additional filtration and optimized water storage mechanisms.  Surely, adaptations from nature will 
further inform its sustainable design evolution as it carries on this ancient tradition of rainwater harvesting. 
 
*Concepts developed by Biomimicry Institute and Biomimicry 3.8. 
 
 
Additional Note:  Allison Newsome has teamed up with Professor Anne S. Meyer, Department of Biology at the University of Rochester, to 
showcase samples from the Meyer Lab of the ground-breaking, bacterially-produced mother-of-pearl on the surface of RainKeep ‘Pearl’ at 
Bioneers 2019.  Mother-of-pearl or nacre is an organic-inorganic composite material in nature that lines the inner surface of seashells and has 
exquisite mechanical properties, in addition to its iridescent beauty.  The Meyer Lab solution is an inexpensive, low-energy innovation that can 
potentially replace current chemical approaches that are high energy and generate hazardous waste. 


